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REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS VOLUME 74, NUMBER 3 MARCH 2003
Combined visible and infrared Thomson scattering on the MAST
experiment

M. J. Walsh,a) E. R. Arends,b) P. G. Carolan, M. R. Dunstan, M. J. Forrest,
S. K. Nielsen,c) and R. O’Gormand)

EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3DB,
United Kingdom

~Presented on 8 July 2002!

A dual laser Thomson scattering system is implemented in the Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak
~MAST!. The complementary features of each approach are exploited. One system is ideally suited
to measuring detailed profile behavior across the plasma while the other is ideally suited though not
exclusively to studying fast changing events and general characterization of the plasma. Both
systems are designed to be flexible and allow future expansion to suit the needs of a changing
physics program. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1537882#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many physics campaigns on present tokamak exp
ments require detailed spatial and temporal measurem
for investigating the dynamics of transport barriers, ELM
and sawteeth as well as the structures associated with m
netic islands and the variations associated with plasma
lution and transport.1 These requirements place high d
mands on a Thomson scattering~TS! system that monitors
the behavior of the electron temperature and density profi
Current technology suitable for TS, in the visible, using ru
lasers, excels in high definition spatial measurements w
Nd:YAG lasers, in the infrared, facilitate multi-time probin
The advantages of both systems are exploited in the M
Amp Spherical Tokamak~MAST!. This TS system is de
signed to provide very high spatial resolution using a ru
laser and charge coupled device~CCD! system, as well as
high temporal sampling using Nd:YAG lasers and a comp
polychromator approach.

A 300 point single pulse ruby laser TS system2 produces
full diameter profile measurements ofTe andne , providing,
for example, detailed profile characterization of very ste
H-mode edge pedestals. This system is enhanced by a m
lar TS assembly that has a 100 Hz (2350) Nd:YAG 20 point
system that is quasicoaxial with the ruby laser beam and
much of the same input and collection optics and both s
tems avail of a common laser dump. This system is ea
expandable to more lasers and more spatial points. Fu
enhancements will be tailored to the physics program
mands, while simultaneously maintaining diagnostic av
ability. In order to implement the aforementioned schem
common components are identified to minimize mach
area and viewing port usage.

a!Also at: Walsh Scientific Limited, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, O
fordshire OX14 3EB, UK; electronic mail: michael.walsh@ukaea.org.u

b!Also at: FOM Institute for Plasma Physics ‘‘Rijnhuizen’’, P.O. Box 120
3430 BE Nieuwegein, Netherlands.

c!Also at: Institut for Fysik og Astronomi, Aarhus Universitet, Ny Munke
ade, DK-8000, Denmark.

d!University College Cork, Cork, Ireland.
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II. COMMON OPTICS

The common components in this system are the la
flight lines, the collection lens; and the laser dump. The
sers are arranged, as in Fig. 1, to be colinear and us
common flight line with different apertures to control th
stray light, particularly at the central stack area. The ruby a
Nd:YAG beams are focused using separate 4 m planoconvex
lenses toward the plasma center but avoiding the cen
stack~by ;45 mm! and the beams are arranged to be sligh
smaller than the image of the fiber bundles at the plas
periphery. These beams lie115.5 mm above and214.5 mm
below the machine central midplane for the Nd:YAG a
ruby lasers, respectively, and this distance is small compa
to a typical plasma vertical extent of over 2 m. This arrang
ment allows the image of the fiber bundles to be separate
the image plane of the collection lens. The lens has a m
nification of ;0.15 allowing sufficient space to mount fibe
bundles for both laser systems in a straightforward fash
The design lends itself to modular upgrades such as m
spatial channels.

The ruby system image plane has 26 slots to insert fi
bundles and the arrangement allows complete and cont
ous viewing of the scattered light across the plasma. T
Nd:YAG image-plane arrangement has 27 slots which
designed to allow the adjacent fiber bundles to be comple
butted together. In particular, each slot can take two speci
made fiber bundles giving a total of 54 possible spatial
sitions in the present configuration. Initially, this will be o
cupied by 21 fiber bundles whose positions satisfy the c
rent physics requirements. The bundles are made f
APC210/230 fiber with a common bundle height of 0.
mm, giving a bundle height of;5.5 mm in the plasma for
both systems.

The collection lens is designed to collect the scatte
light across the full field of view of the lens while providin
a light cone off /1.75 on to each fiber bundle. At thisf num-
ber more than 60% of the light~including fill factor losses,
etc.! is transmitted over fiber bundle lengths of the order
20 m to 40 m. The light is collected from the plasma atf /12

-

3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the MAST vessel showing the arrangement of the lasers and the light collection systems.
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for the Nd:YAG system while the aperture is slightly reduc
to f /14.9 for the ruby system due to limitations set by t
grating spectrometer. This is partially compensated for by
use of a large grating area. Even though this lens was o
nally designed for a ruby laser, ray tracing analysis sho
that the imaging performance remains as for the ruby sys
up to the Nd:YAG wavelength of 1064 nm while measu
ments show that the transmission varies by less than 2
over the large wavelength range.

The laser light is coupled into the plasma via a sin
large Brewster angle window. This allows both laser bea
to be transmitted very efficiently without the need for spec
coatings while simultaneously reducing the risk of damag
the laser window due to the angle-increased surface a
The beams are finally absorbed by a laser dump that is
cated close to the machine vessel wall. A graphite laser du

FIG. 2. NFR orDR.]cN /]R of the ruby system plotted as a function o
major radius. This shows the measuring power of the system at each
tion in space. It is clear from this graph that the best performance of
system is at the inboard radius whereDcN goes below 0.005. The normal
ized flux, cN5(c02c)/(c02cedge) is also shown along with the las
closed flux surface.
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is used which can tolerate the high-power densities pla
upon it. The dump can be retracted from the laser beam p
to allow special beam tests and alignment of the whole s
tem. The alignment is maintained using HeNe lasers
ranged to be coaxial with the high-power lasers and drop
targets that act as reference markers.

III. HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION RUBY SYSTEM

A low divergence, 10JQ-switched ruby laser source an
a custom designed light dispersion system are employed3 to
realize high spatial resolution~;300 points sampled!. The
light is imaged onto the dispersion system via a quasic
tinuous array of fiber optic bundles~at f /2.24). A gated
~GaAs! image intensifier is used as an optical shutter to
low only the scattered light period~30–40 ns! through to the
CCD detector. A wavelength range of 550 nm to;900 nm is
allowable although presently this is limited by the ima
intensifier from;580 to;900 nm. The system is designe
to measure temperatures between 25 and 4 keV and den
above 331018 m23 with high spatial accuracy, or alterna
tively there is the flexibility of integrating the spatial data~at
pixel level! to provide more signal at the expense of le
spatial channels. Furthermore, the spectrometer slit w
can be profiled in width to increase the potential dynam
range of the system, e.g., to match the plasma edge, to a
much lower electron temperatures to be measured if ne
sary.

The light is collected across a 1.5 m plasma length a
mapped onto;300 pixels on the CCD camera. The fib
bundles are arranged so that the spatial resolution is m
tained in the mapping. The spatial resolution of the syst
can be seen from Fig. 2, where the normalized magnetic
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resolution~NFR! or DcN5DR.]cN /]R is plotted as a func-
tion of major radius. This shows the resolving power of t
system at each position in space. It is clear from this grap
Fig. 2 that the best performance of this system is at
inboard radius whereDcN goes below 0.005. The highe
resolution is at the inner edge due to tangency of the la
beam with the flux surfaces and the high resolution in
core is due to the slowly changing flux field. This inner ed
resolution is ultimately limited by the beam diameter, whi
is approximately 2–3 mm at this point. The normalized flu
cN , is defined ascN5(c02c)/(c02cedge).

Figure 3 shows the results from the 300 point ruby la
TS system producing full diameter profile measurements
Te andne . The discharge shown in Fig. 3 give examples
the high spatial resolution especially at the edge where
tailed profile characterization ofH-mode pedestals is
observed.4,5

IV. Nd:YAG SYSTEM

To achieve the physics objectives of the MAST pr
gramme, it was decided that a multilaser approach was
propriate. A number of Nd:YAG lasers which can each p
duce 50 pulses/s at 1.2 J of energy are utilized. The de
allows for up to eight lasers, although initially only two a
installed. The triggering arrangement permits multiple las
to be triggered simultaneously for total higher energy; alt
natively, equispaced pulses can be used for normal opera
or the pulses can be grouped to produce a ‘‘burst mode
pulses that are repeated at 50 Hz. The time separation in
latter mode can be down to around 100 ns if necessary.

To accommodate eight lasers in the design, the first f
lasers will be arranged to be close together in the horizo
plane and focused to cross over at the plasma center.
other four lasers will be accommodated by using an opt
switching technique that will make them coaxial with th
first four.

For optimum laser performance, a warm up time of t
order of 2 min is required. This would put a very high he
load on the beam dump internal to the plasma vessel. Th
avoided by having individual water cooled dumps on ea
laser. Then, during the laser warm-up time, the laser powe

FIG. 3. Detailed electron temperature and density profiles from the
point ruby laser TS system showing full diameter profile measureme
These profiles are taken 1.5 ms after and ELM event.
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confined to the individual lasers and only allowed through
the final laser dump in the vessel during the plasma s
period. The scattered light is relayed to compact polych
mators via fiber bundles. The maximum light input is giv
by the maximum fiber bundle diameter of 3 mm and thf
number of 1.75. The fiber bundle holder has appropriate
chanical adjustment and is easily removable/insertable w
kinematic localization. The device is designed to have se
spectral channels and presently five channels are occupie
each polychromator. Raman scattering using N2 is used for
density calibration. In the present setup, these devices
able to measure from a few eV to approximately 20 ke
Temperature stabilization of the avalanche photodetecto
achieved electronically.

A optical-duplexing technique is used to increase
number of spatial channels observed. To achieve this, ha
the fibers in the fiber bundle are extended to create a t
delay of about 100 ns. This means that a spectrometer
measure two spatial channels at once. At present, we hav
spatial channels and 14 spectrometers of which 6 are
plexed. The duplexed fiber bundles are 4.2 mm wide and
nonduplexed fiber bundles are 6 mm wide, and when ima
to the plasma give a scattering length of 25 mm and 40 m
respectively. This corresponds to a radial resolution of
order of 2–3 mm at the inner plasma edge.

The scattered pulses are sampled using 8 bit, 1 g
sample/s analog-to-digital converters which can be furt
enhanced with the use of a signal delay technique. This
lection technique allows analysis of the signals in differe
ways to maximize the data extracted. In particular, it allo
the measurement of the background fluctuation level in
individual spectrometer channels due to the plasma lig
This system is now operational and results are shown
Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4. Surface plot of electron temperature data from 100 Hz Nd:YA
laser system. The effect of sawteeth and other MHD events can clearl
seen in the time development of the discharge.
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